Walker to become Grad. center

(Continued from page 1)
graduate in an underdeveloped dormitory might “see some unemployed: for east campus reservations and for repairs, according to Ashdown’s dining hall, said Sherwood. “It’s better than Walker,” he added.

Asked about the possibility of the shift occurred, of a combined room and undergraduate plan in Ashdown, he said, “I think so.” Sherwood did not expect this to be a factor in next fall’s living group selection. “Unless that (the proposed shift) were loudly yelled in their ear as they went from room to room, it would not be a major stumbling block to East room to room, it would not be a major obstacle,” he added. Sherwood said plans to give up his post as senior Deputy Prime Minister late this year, as part of a program to install a stable team of successors. He relinquished his job as chief of staff of the Chinese Army several weeks ago.

Weather

Rain continued this morning, heavy at times, ending this afternoon after depositing heavy rainfalls all over New England. Highs today in the middle 50’s. A cold front will pass through this evening, followed by decreasing winds and cooler temperatures. Lows tonight in the low 30’s. Sunny and mild Wednesday with highs 46-50. lows Wednesday night in the 30’s. Chance of rain near 100 percent today, 60 percent tomorrow.

Union elections

WED. MARCH 19, 1980 AT THE ESSEX HOTEL

VOTE THE S.E.D.U. SLATE

CARLOS BRAGA
ROBERT TOMCI
ROBERT TOMCI
JOHN CASHINS
JAMES ROURKE
GERALD SULLIVAN

THE S.E.D.U. SLATE IS FOR

1. ELECTED BUSINESS AGENTS.
2. ACCESSIBILITY TO UNION OFFICIALS.
3. RANK AND FILE ACCESS TO ALL UNION RECORDS.
4. A MORE CREDIBLE ACCESS OF UNION MONEY FOR PENSIONS.
5. MEDICAL AND DENTAL BENEFITS
6. LEGAL AND PROFESSIONAL ADVICE PRESENT AT ALL UNION CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS.
7. WRITTEN CONTRACTUAL LANGUAGE GIVEN TO RANK AND FILE FOR ACCEPTANCE FOR RATIFICATION.

WHAT HAS ED SULLIVAN SAID HE'D DO FOR THE UNIONS?

VOTE THE S.E.D.U. SLATE. THIS IS OUR UNION. OUR CHANCE FOR A CHANGE IS NOW. MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT.

Dormitory Council

Elections will be held
Wednesday, March 19, 1980
9:30pm, Room 400 of the Student Center

Elections will be held for the following offices:
Chairman, Secretary-Treasurer, Judicial Committee Chairman, Social Chairman, R/O Chairman.

For more information contact Dean Phillips d7738.

Princeton University
Plasma Physics Laboratory

James Forrestal Campus
P.O. Box 451, Princeton, N.J. 08544

The Plasma Physics Laboratory is seeking people to work as scientific applications programmers with members of the research staff. Applicants should be creative, highly motivated, and have solid academic records with a degree in physics, mathematics, computer sciences, or engineering. Knowledge of Fortran, electricity and magnetism, differential equations, and linear algebra is desirable.

The Laboratory, sponsored by the Department of Energy, conducts research in order to develop controlled thermonuclear fusion into an energy source. We currently operate two large tokamaks, PLT and K0, a CDC 172, a CDC 7600 and a CRAY 1. The starting salaries are competitive and benefit packages are excellent. If you are interested and qualified, please contact our representative who will be recruiting on-campus on March 20, or write to Project SCS, Personnel Department, Plasma Physics Laboratory, P.O. Box 451, Princeton NJ 08544.
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